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Ghotit Real Writer & Reader is a literacy support software for Windows/Mac that works 
with any application.
Ghotit Real Writer & Reader can also be used as a stand-alone text editor. 
Ghotit Apps for iPad/Chromebook assist people that need additional writing and reading 
support.

Ghotit - A Comprehensive Literacy Software Suite

Spelling, grammar, and punctuation correction
In the heart of Ghotit solutions is an intelligent algorithm that works similarly to a human-
person assistant that reads the text the user wrote and offers the best corrections by 
understanding the text. By working this way, Ghotit can correct poorly written text.

Style & Clarity
For a text to be well-written, more than correct spelling, perfect grammar, and in place 
punctuation is needed. More than a rich vocabulary is required. Well-written texts include all 
the above but additional extras in Style & Clarity.
Ghotit Style corrections include: 
Passive to active voice conversions – In many cases, active voice sentences are shorter, 
more straightforward, and clearer than passive voice ones. Therefore, whenever possible, 
choose the active voice mode. Ghotit converts passive text and makes sure that your text is 
written in an active voice. 
Repeated words– Impressive texts use a rich vocabulary base; therefore, it is 
recommended to use synonyms and avoid repeating the same word.  Ghotit identifies 
repeated words and offers alternatives. 
Academic writing – Ghotit helps rephrase informal or slang texts into a formal style. 
Tautology & Conciseness - Lengthy texts and clichés lack clarify and focus. Ghotit helps 
to rephrase the text and improve its conciseness. 
Banned words – Ghotit identifies words that are not allowed to be used.

Word Prediction
Ghotit Word Prediction helps people to write text quickly and correctly. Writers with typing 
issues and phonetic-based misspellings boost their productivity using Ghotit Word 
Prediction. The technology successfully predicts intended words. Corrections are offered 
instantly with the first typed letters of each word, even when the spellings of the word's first 
letters are incorrect.

Dictation
Ghotit dictation lets you use speech-to-text with almost any application using a microphone. 
It's a quick and easy way to get your thoughts out, create drafts or outlines, and capture 
notes.



Reading Assistance
Reading problems can take many shapes and forms. Some people struggle reading a 
complete document, while others have a problem reading a single word.  Many people can 
read a complete sentence but stumble reading words embedded in an image. For some 
readers marking the words that will be read in a sentence helps them, while others need a 
read-out-loud definition dictionary.  Reading assistance can take many shapes and forms, 
and Ghotit supports all of them. 

OCR
For people with writing problems copying text can be a real bummer. 
Ghotit OCR makes it easy to copy text, for example, from a PDF file or a website image.   

Teaching Support
Ghotit solution helps with literacy teaching and progress tracking. With Ghotit, you can 
present Parts of Speech and Syllables and track the user's reading and writing performance. 

-NO need for Internet connection

Data Privacy
Users of the Ghotit software enjoy Absolute Privacy, as Ghotit does not require an Internet connection. 
Ghotit works offline, doesn't transfer any information outside the organization and complies with the 
highest privacy, safety, and security standards. The software is appropriate for businesses, 
governments, banks, military, and healthcare organizations that must comply with data security and 
privacy regulations.

Ghotit software for Windows follows Microsoft guidelines for MSI SCCM/Network installation and software 
management with an option of the software activation without a network connection.

www.ghotit.com

Fortune 500 companies, government organizations, 
universities, schools, and private users use Ghotit to 
boost productivity.


